FLIGHT AREAS
Note: Please understand that all flight areas of interest are weather permitting.
1. Playa de Orzola / NO
North of the village "Orzola" is the ‘Playa de la Canteria’. Pending wind conditions, we start
there approx. 70 m over the sea and climb up from there in the direction of ‘Punta
Fariones’. This flight area features the absolute highlights. The leisurely ascent along the
cliff, past the colonies of seabirds to the northernmost point of Lanzarote is simply
breathtaking.
Meeting point:
Parking at the beach: Playa de la Cantería if you arrive by car, you can park directly below
the take-off point. It is a 10 minute walk.
If you arrive by public transport, we will pick you up at the bus stop in the port of Orzola.
29°13'26.5 "N 13°27'40.7 "W
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2. Mirador del Rio / NO
The launch site at Mirador Del Rio is located in the center of a nature reserve and is
therefore hardly visited. An unforgettable view towards the neighbouring island ‘La
Graciosa’ and an easy start makes this experience the highlight of your visit.
Meeting point:
Parking at the beach: Playa de la Cantería. From there we drive together with our shuttle up
to the Mirado del Rio. You will walk 10 minutes to the starting point. If you use public
transport we will pick you up at the bus stop in the port of Orzola.
29°13'26.5 "N 13°27'40.7 "W
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3. Mala / NO,O
Take flight and experience the mesmerizing ‘Mala’ from a new perspective. This colony of
artists has gained incredible popularity. In northeasterly direction we look at "Arrieta".
Meeting point:
We meet directly at the main road -LZ1
To make it easy for you to find your way there, we will provide you with directions based on
your route of travel. We will drive together with the shuttle to the starting point.
29°06'35.9 "N 13°28'14.2 "W
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4. Los Pechos / Teguise / N,NW,W
This inconspicuous flying area below ‘Teguise’ is the gateway into a true adventure.
During the longer tandem flights we will fly along the ‘rib’ to Famara, where we land at the
beach of Famara. From there we journey back to the starting point. Or you can have you
friends & family meet you at the beach for pick-up.

Meeting point:
We meet directly at the main road (roundabout direction Famara).
29°02'47.3 "N 13°35'02.2 "W
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5. Las Nieves / NW,W
The small church Ermita de las Nieves (‘the pilgrimage chapel of the snow’) is located in the
mountains of the Famara massif in the north of Lanzarote. The stylish snow-white
church building is situated in a small garden and is surrounded by palm and pine trees.
Behind it lies the abyss of the coast of 600m high steep mountains. Our starting point is
directly in front of the church. Your tandem flight will be officially approved and rewarded
with a very impressive view. The access is very easy and can be reached in 2 minutes on
foot. A perfect start to the flight to the steep coast of the Famara massif.
CAUTION: danger of addiction!
Meeting place:
We meet directly at the main road (roundabout direction Famara).
29°02'47.3 "N 13°35'02.2 "W
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6. Asomada/Macher / O,SO
Located on a hillside, this village offers a fantastic view of ‘Puerto del Carmen’ and
‘Fuerteventura’ on the opposite side.
Meeting point:
We meet at the foot of Macher and drive together from there up to the starting place.
28°56'39.4 "N 13°42'18.3 "W
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7. Playa Quemada / O,SO
‘Playa Quemada’ is a small fishing village on the southeast coast. The name ‘Playa Quemada’
stands for burnt earth. Indeed, these pristine beaches we explore are a rich-black color.
We also fly along the inviting coastline towards ‘Papagayo’.
Meeting point:
We'll meet on the coast at the launch site. Less than 5 minutes from the parking lot.
28°54'27.9"N 13°44'08.5"W
<photo>

8. Mirador de Femès / S,SW
The small mountain village of Femés lies on the saddle of the ‘Ajaches’ mountain range in
the South of Lanzarote. To the north of this village rises the second highest mountain on
the
island, ‘Atalaya de Femés’, at 608 metres. From the village ‘Fermès’ it is approximately 20

minutes on foot to the launch site. There you have a wonderful view towards ‘Playa Blanca’.
Meeting point:
We meet directly in the village Femès and go from there together to the starting place.
28°54'48.5 "N 13°46'46.8 "W
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9. Tenesar NW
The small village of ‘Tenesar’ lies on the north coast of the island. Known as the lost village,
which is not often mentioned. During the volcanic eruptions it survived, but was completely
cut off. In recent years following the destruction it has become accessible and some of the
houses are now inhabited. The silence is noticeable and the settlement is a flashback to a
time before the island introduced tourism. It feels like a journey back in time: a wild and
barren section at the back of Timanfaya National Park. From the air you will experience the
story of life.
 eeting point:
M
We meet directly in front of the village entrance and walk from there about 10 minutes to
the starting place.
29°04'49.5 "N 13°43'00.0 "W
<photo>

10. La Graciosa NW
English translation: “the graceful one” A 29.2 sq km small island, which joins at the upper
end of Lanzarote and together with adjacent even smaller islets at the Northern end of
where the Canary Islands form. Since 1986 it belongs to the Chinijo Archipelago Nature
Park.
We need very good weather conditions in order to fly from the steep coast "Caleta de
Famar" over to "La Graciosa". Since we will fly over the open sea, winds must provide the
proper altitude. If granted, we will have the adventure par excellence! After landing we take
the ferry back to Orzola (Lanzarote).
Meeting point:
Parking at the beach - Playa de la Cantería / From there we drive together with our shuttle
up to the ‘Mirado del Rio’. You will walk 10 minutes to the starting point.
If you arrive by public transport, we will pick you up at the bus stop at the port of Orzola.
29°13'26.5 "N 13°27'40.7 "W

SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING + FLIGHTS
What could be more beautiful than giving your partner or your best friend a tandem flight?
Just let us know and the LavaFly team will take care of the rest. We are open to your fun
ideas!
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